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Automotive Products

Windshield frame
Sunroof seal

Hood to cowl seal
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Glass Run Channel

Scuff plate
seal

Window guide

Secondary Seal
Decklid Seal

Economy window

Primary Seal

Hühoco Group – quality and service
with a long tradition
The companies of the Hühoco Group offer a
unique variety of services for suppliers to the
automotive industry. We are a globally integrated
company which is focused on bringing fast, creative, and economical solutions to our valued
customers.
From cold rolled steel production in the cold rolling mill at HFP, to development and production
of paints at SIC, application in the coil coating
process at Hühoco, First American and Hühoco
do Brasil, or application of paint in conventional
processes at GotecPlus Sun, machining of the
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metal strip in the lancing process or stamping in
the ACP Group, to manufacturing of parts in the
composite punch tool or follow-on composite
tools at SIV, a broad variety and well-founded
knowledge is available to our customers.
Our organic growth is achieved through focused
and sustainable use of our resources, while being
environmentally sound and quality conscious. All
companies are certified in accordance with the
valid standards of the automobile industry and our
measures for protecting the environment far
exceed the statutory regulations.

Coated metal strips

Reasons to use our coated metal strips
We offer bonding coating systems for nearly all
rubber mixtures and plastics, which if used correctly, generate an outstanding bond between
metal and material. All of our adhesive coatings
permit trouble-free and easy profiling.
There is nearly no limit to the variety of shapes
and surfaces we handle in our processes. We coat
all commercially available metal strips in thicknesses from 0.08 - 2.50 mm, suitable for bonding
the widest variety of rubber mixtures (NBR,
EPDM, SBR, etc.), as well as plastics (PVC,
TPE, PP, ABS, etc.).

At First American we offer an additional speciality with a narrow stripe coating line. This line is
specified on stripe coatings which can generate
the narrowest tolerances, or two different bonding systems next to each other. This technology
is used specifically for profiles with rubber and
plastic in combination, or also for decorative
trim parts.
Quality is our top priority.
All manufacturing locations are certified in
accordance with the current standards of the
automotive industry.

Likewise we can electrolytically galvanise and
coat in one work step in our Thuringia production plant yet another economic advantage,
as well as an ecological advantage for our
customers.
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Coated parts

Superior processing features
Rubber-coated metal for strips

Adhesive-coated stamped parts

Our rubber-coated metal strips are featured in
engine and aggregate seals for numerous applications. In addition the strips can be treated with an
anti-friction coating that offers an extremely
high level sliding ability and thus special qualities for further processing. These systems are
also used wherever parts made
of metal strip with sealing,
noise insulating, or also vibration damping characteristics are
required. The implementation possibilities are varied thanks to the special capacity to withstand thermal stress and the
special suitability for automated production. The
excellent bonding strength between elastomer
and metal, combined with the high deep-draw
capabilities shows the superiority of this coating.
In addition to NBR we also coat metal strip with
HNBR, EPDM and FPM in layer thicknesses
from 10 - 500 µm.

Our stamped parts, pre-coated with
bonding agent, offer a consistently
higher level of quality at lower prices with
fewer logistics requirements. Punched parts
produced with conventional methods are often
degreased, sandblasted and then spray painted
with primer and bonding agent - as single parts with great effort after the stamping process.
We offer finished coated stamped parts which you
can route to your production without additional
effort. We adjust our process to your production
requirements whether you use closed die presses
or injection moulding machines.
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Paint production

Metal Coatings – Innovations and Research
Solutions in Coatings (SI Coatings) develops
and produces coating materials for the coil coating industry and related markets.
Our product range includes decorative and technical coating materials for indoor and outdoor
use. The technical coating materials are mainly
bonding agents for co-extrusions, with thermoplastics and other substrates for the production of profiles for the automotive sector
and other industries; our speciality is in the
area of hot-sealable bonding agents for
thermoplastics mainly used in the automobile industry:
Heat-resistant systems for the use of
headlamp glare screens
Abrasion-resistant and scratch-resistant
coatings
Electrical conductive and isolating
coatings
Spot-weldable slide primers and
corrosion protection primer
Classic primers as well as 2-in-1 primers
Anti-fingerprint coatings for metal
and plastic substrates
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Our focus is on the application-oriented solution
worked out together with our customers, which
is specially aligned to their production processes
and materials.
As a company of the Hühoco Group SI Coatings
fulfills all standards for producing high-quality
products competitively priced which help our
customers succeed within the global market
place. In addition to handling customer-specific
problems, our research and development department also works continuously on improving existing systems and developing new products
which open up new markets.
We would be pleased to develop custom-tailored
coating systems for coil coating and related areas,
for you. SI Coatings is certified in accordance
with ISO TS 16949.

Punch-bend parts

Sophisticated product solutions
SIV delivers precision punch-bend parts for the
automotive, electrical and electronics industry.
Products include: headlamp glare screens, lamp
holders, retaining springs, sheet metal fastening
elements and contact pieces for relays.
Our group has decades of experience in providing technically sophisticated solutions to problems from diverse areas and we have extensive
technical knowledge for the development and
construction of complex tools, assemblies and
complete production lines
Tool and tool concepts are always developed
in close collaboration with our customers to

provide a solution that meets their technical and
economical requirements. This is achieved
through continuous advanced development of
our own machinery and related equipment. All
tools and solutions are designed, developed and
manufactured internally. Creative and innovative solutions occur through the intelligent linking of all development processes. This helps to
assure that our customers will have a decisive
competitive advantage, now and in the future.
SIV works in accordance with quality standards
that are applicable worldwide and is appropriately certified to ISO 9001.
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Single piece coating

Pretreatment and single-piece coating of metal parts
GotecPlus Sun (GPS), located in Williamstown,
Kentucky, USA, is a joint venture of the
HÜHOCO Group and the Gotec Group also
headquartered in Germany.
GPS is a supplier to the automotive industry as
a painting company for metal and plastic parts
that are coated with bonding agents.
All GPS machines and systems are continuously
subjected to a quality and process audit to
achieve the highest possible competitive capability and quality.
All preparatory measures for cleaning and activating the surface, i.e. sandblasting, alkaline
cleaning, phosphating with different media, are
organised internally, as is the actual application
of the bonding agent system.

This is done through rolling, immersion, or spray
processes in our own production lines that are
specially designed for this purpose.
Through these means, we ensure the highest
quality standards, as well as, short and flexible
delivery times. A well-designed process recycles
all used media, as well as primers and bonding
agents to ensure a process that is as environmentally sound as possible.
GPS works in accordance with quality standards
that are applicable worldwide and is appropriately
certified to ISO QS 9000, ISO 14001, TS 16949.
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Cold rolled steel strip

HFP steel strip - a cold rolling mill with tradition
More than 100 years of experience in processing
steel, state-of-the-art technologies and entrepreneurial vision characterize HFP. We manufacture colled rolled strip steel at the HFP location in
Bad Salzungen, in addition to case hardened,
quenched and tempered, and spring steels in
untempered execution from soft - for the most
rigorous forming requirements - to spring tempered. HFP also offers surface refinement
through electrolytic galvanization and precision
cutting.Various available packaging options also
provide our customers with a unique service
which in turn, helps them meet the demands of
the markets they serve.
Cold rolled steel strip

HFP cold rolled steel strip is especially suited
for all punching, bending, drawing and deepdrawing applications, e.g. in the automotive
industry and for its suppliers, for needle bearing
and ball bearing housings, lanced and stamped
strips, hose clamps, headlight reflectors, electric
iron hoods, electrical devices, office supplies,
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profiles, pipes, coil coating applications, other
steel and sheet steel goods, metal goods, safety
parts of all types and much more. Our strict
attention to quality and detail help us to satisfy
the rigorous requirements of the markets served
by our customer base. This includes meeting
tight specifications on deformation behavior,
dimensional tolerances, and surface condition
- essential advantages for our customers!
Electrolytic galvanisation

Beyond the product range of a classic cold rolling mill we can also offer our customers electrolytically galvanised strips.
Our zinc coating process offers outstanding protection against corrosion. This cathodic protection process ensures that mechanical damage to
the zinc coating or the cut edge of the galvanised
strip are not subject to corrosion. This process
allows the metal to form a galvanic element, thus
allowing the unrefined zinc to act as a sacrificial
element for the more highly refined steel, which
in turn protects the non-galvanised metal.

Carriers
Lanced Core Metal

Stamped Core Metal

A global supply base to close to
our customers, superior technology,
and flexibility are our strengths
The ACP Group boasts worldwide manufacturing uncoated or coated with a bonding agent, which will
facilities for lancing and stamping strip steel, ensure a good bond for virtually all rubber mixtures
allowing us to supply the automotive weather and plastics used in the extrusion process.
seal manufacturers around the world. Our
The supply of material within our Group is based on
core metal inserts use the latest manufacturing
a lean manufacturing strategy and close contact to
technologies that are continuously modernized in
our customers enable us to satisfy today’s extremely
order to satisfy customer’s increasingly demanshort response-time requirements. Constant exding specifications.
change of experience between the global plants and
Close proximity to our customer base helps us our central bundling (or centralization) of informameet short lead times and various design require- tion gives ACP the ability to immediately detect,
ments, even in the development phase for new react and communicate changes and market requireproducts or for the modification of existing pro- ments for various products and product innovations
ducts. Short-notice adaptations relative to design immediately. This helps our customers profit from
and execution can be personally and effectively our global network, as well.
discussed and implemented in a timely manner.
ACP produces a full line of lanced and stamped core
Our objective: Weight-optimization and cost- metal inserts. These include: single track or fishoptimization; superior process ability of our parts, bone designs, double track designs, flex or comand timely deliveries. These help ACP ensure that pressible designs and a full array of stamped
our products meet your processing requirements designs. ACP plants are certified in accordance
as well as the growing demands of the automotive with ISO TS 16949.
marketplace.
Our core metal inserts are produced from a variety of metals including cold rolled steel, stainless
steel, and aluminium. The strips can be delivered
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HÜHOCO Group

Service meets excellence
Integration of the enterprise processes in our Group is a decisive advantage for our
customers. Empirical values and information within the corporate Group are made
available to all departments and are available to our customers at any time.

Painted and Coated metal strips

Core Metal Inserts

Paint and Coating production

Hühoco
Metalloberflächenveredelung GmbH
Möddinghofe 31
D-42279 Wuppertal
Telephone: +49 (0) 202 64778-0
Fax: +49 (0) 202 64778-69
e-mail: info@huehoco.de
www.huehoco.de

ACP Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG
Schäfergasse, D-36433 Bad Salzungen		
Telephone: +49 (0) 3695 663-0			
Fax: +49 (0) 3695 663-106			
e-mail: info@acp-d.com

S I - COATINGS GmbH
Mählersbeck 83
D-42279 Wuppertal
Telephone: +49 (0) 202 281519-0
Fax: +49 (0) 202 281519-20

First American Resources
2030 Riverview Industrial Drive
Mableton, GA 30126, USA
Telephone: +1 404 526 3200
Fax: +1 404 696 3225
e-mail: info@farcllc.com
www.firstamericancoil.com
Hühoco do Brasil Fitas Metalicas Ltda
Rua Theofilo Sniker, 200
Nova Odessa, SP CEP 13460-000
Brasil
Telephone: +55 19 3484.1400
e-mail: info@huehoco-br.com

Cold rolled Steel
HFP Bandstahl GmbH & Co. KG
Schäfergasse
D-36433 Bad Salzungen
Telephone: +49 (0) 3695 663-0
Fax: +49 (0) 3695 663-106
e-mail: info@hfp-bandstahl.com
www.hfp-bandstahl.com

ACP Frankreich SARL			
Z.A. de I’Etoile				
Rue Henri Bauchert, 08300 Rethel		
Telephone: +33 (0) 324 39 61 30			
Fax: +33 (0) 324 39 56 69			
e-mail: info@acp-f.com			
ACP Canada Inc
4015 Rue Brodeur
Sherbrooke, QU J1L 1K4, Canada
Telephone: +1 819 348 0404
Fax: +1 819 348 0444
e-mail: info@acp-can.com
ACP do Brasil Fitas Metalicas Ltda.
Rua Theofilo Sniker, 200
Nova Odessa, SP CEP 13460-000
Brasil
Telephone: +55 19 3484.1400
e-mail: info@huehoco-br.com
ACP Wuxi Steel Core Co. Ltd
Qianqiao Town, Wuxi City
Jiangsu Province, China
Telephone: +86 510-8323 3699
Fax: +86 510-8323 3699
ACP MEXICO Ltda
Carr. Panamericana km8.5 #108B
Parque Industrial Altec, Aguascalientes,
Mexico
Office: (52) 449- 9295451
Cell: (52) 449- 2421828

Coated parts
GOTEC PLUS SUN LLC
107 Industrial Road
Williamstown, KY 41097
USA
Telephone: +1 859 824 5004
Fax: +1 859 824 5006

Punch bend parts
SIV GmbH & Co. KG
Punch bend technology
Am Langen Streif 1
36433 Bad Salzungen
Telephone: +49 (0) 3695-63988-0
Fax: +49 (0) 3695-63988-777

